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Introduction
I’m writing this thesis to define an occupation with a practical scope that fulfils my need for
individual expression whilst contributing to the diverse needs of society and the environment.
The focus is on two themes that feature heavily in my work, culture and economics. In the first
chapter I surveil cultures’ relationship with economics to identify key ideological traits of the
Liberal Market (Esteves-Abe et al 2001 pg.8) society in which I find myself. In the second chapter
I carry out a first hand investigation into the connections created by economic infrastructure and
search for opportunities to enhance these ties, aiming to support the development of an efficient
and sustainable global industry. In the third chapter I propose that by building strong cultural ties,
dispersed commercial communities are better able to communicate changes in their
environment, leading to a more robust global system, able to adapt faster to precarious
conditions and respond to tumultuous events as a connected unit rather than separate entities.
Along the way I encounter a need for balance between the desires of capital and the needs of
people and environments, investigate the social ecosystem of the coffee supply chain and
pinpoint Stewardship as an essential profession in the 21st Century. The role of ‘Steward’
originated in the Middle Ages when it denoted somebody responsible for the management of an
estate or area of land. In the context of this thesis it is applied to the Semiosphere, Yuri
Lotman’s (1984 pgs. 5-23) sphere of cultural images and communication. Cultural Stewardship,
therefore, describes an entity with the responsibility to shepherd and safeguard the cultural
values of a community. Their activities include investigation of environments, analysis of
situations, experimental interventions, proposal of improvements and the nurturing of sustainable
cultural ecosystems. Their objective is not to impose values on others, but rather to reveal the
intangible cultural images that steer the communities we are all a part of, so that we may cocreate new realities for ourselves. Ninian Stewart (2017), Head of Strategy at the Falkland Estate
Centre for Stewardship, summarises the Steward’s position in society succinctly, ‘our dance
involves holding firm to essential values and letting go of what is no longer needed... ...the best
kind of a leader is one who leads people to a place where they need a leader no more’.
Although I imagine Cultural Stewards existing in many different walks of life and carrying out
very different types of work, to support my investigation I will focus on one area which I feel is a
good industry to start with - coffee. A design project entitled Supply Chain Broadcast will be my
source for first hand information, collected through interviews as well as participation in the
global coffee supply chain. It is intended that my experiences and conversations in the project
shape the definition of Cultural Stewardship that I design through this paper. Supply Chain
Broadcast is a multimedia communication platform which investigates methods for empathically
connecting groups of people over vast distances through the global supply chain. The first
season follows coffee from Kenyan farmers to consumers in Amsterdam. It investigates whether
the global supply chain can be used as a platform for learning, trust and empathy between
communities around the globe.
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Chapter 1 Surveilling the Cultural Landscape
[I] Intangible Ideology
In this first chapter I examine the relationship between culture and economics in the increasingly
free market orientated societies of Europe. What condition are they in? How do they relate to
each other? And where do the power structures lie? The aim is to outline the ideological
environment in which my contribution to Cultural Stewardship will exist and to explore the power
systems that govern it. Over the last forty years, economic culture has been used to manipulate
society into a set of behaviours that have disconnected us from ourselves and our environments.
As Edward T Hall (1976 pg. 11) put it, ‘it is not man who is crazy so much as his institutions and
those culture patterns that determine his behaviour.’ But how are we able to flatly ignore the
reality of the environments we inhabit? John Thackara (2015 pg. 155) theorises that this
behaviour is enabled by a metabolic rift between man and the earth, or ‘the idea that paved
surfaces and pervasive media have rendered us cognitively blind to the to the health of the living
systems of which we are a part’.
In contemporary Western Society cultural images dictate our reality, existing in our minds and
blending together to form our individual point of view. They are edited, overwritten or copied
through communication with other individuals and the environments we encounter. One example
of a contemporary image is the use of caffeine to boost productivity and attentiveness during
the working day, which has been heavily institutionalised over the course of the last century. Hito
Steyerl (2015 pg. 11) describes images as ‘nodes of energy and matter that migrate across
different supports, shaping and affecting people, landscapes, politics and social systems.’ With
our personal image collections we unconsciously work together to create an ever evolving
master image of how everything should exist, the cultural code of society. Franco Berardi (2015
pg. 101) calls this a world, or ‘the projection of meaningful patterns onto the surrounding space of
lived experience, and the sharing of a common code whose key lies in the forms of life of the
community itself’. This collective view of the world is an ideology, and it comes with a set of
cultural mediums which members of the ideological community use to communicate with the
environment around them. Taking the long view back through history it is clear to see that
ideologies are not permanent, they are social constructions designed to advance humanity’s
world in a certain direction or towards a certain goal. Sometimes they are used benevolently to
create positive impact, at other times they manifest malevolently to destroy or exclude other
ideologies. The history of culture can be viewed as a directory of ideological approaches to
organising society based on different images of value or environmental stimuli. Once a particular
ideology has been used to achieve a goal it is often discarded by society along with any
associated cultural mediums, Steyerl (2015 pg.14) gives the example that ‘for a long time, many
people have felt that the cinema is rather lifeless’ and that ‘it became a tool for what Thomas
Elsaesser calls the military-industrial-entertainment complex.’ Cultural images dictated by the big
screen teach us how to behave in line with the ideological system of war, money and fun, but we
are becoming numb to the narratives it feeds to us. This either hints that a new ideological
system is yearned for, or highlights that we are now fully aligned with the existing one.
We have come to exist in a time of a more nebulous cultural medium, the internet. Its’
unprecedented user-ship has given rise to the most important aspect of contemporary cultural
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production, staying up to date. Whilst past ideologies asked less from us in terms of co-creation
and involvement in their evolution due to technological limitations, contemporary society
demands much. To feel as though you exist you must be constantly connected to its’ image
making processes alongside a seemingly infinite number of equivalent actors all feeding it ‘new’
ideas. If you are not involved in following or creating the latest trend or internet meme, you are
out of the loop and so society leaves you on its’ fringes. Steyerl (2015 pg.20) continues that
image production has moved ‘way beyond the confines of specialised fields. It becomes mass
postproduction in an age of crowd creativity. Today almost everyone is an artist.’ To add to this, as
a digital cultural medium the internet has increased the speed at which these throwaway images
can be created, reinforcing its’ ideology in our minds at an alarming rate. It doesn’t even matter if
all the messages strike their mark directly, the sheer quantity can overwhelm even the most stoic
minds’ defences. Hall’s (1976 pg. 127) idea of ‘situational frames’, patterns of images imprinted in
our minds, can be used to explain the overwhelming effect this has on our behaviour. He defines
them as ‘the smallest viable unit of culture that can be analysed, taught, transmitted and handed
down as a complete entity’. These frames could be ideas on how to act when you stand in a
queue, or they could be the words you are likely to say to a friend as you greet them. The
common factor is that they can all be transmitted via a post to social media, a review on an
e-commerce website or any other form of digital interaction you can imagine. Esteves-Abe,
Iverson and Soskice (2001 pg. 13) describe culture in relation to economics as ‘a set of shared
understandings or available strategies for action developed from experience of operating in a
particular environment’. When combined with Hall’s frames and Steyerl’s crowd creativity this
shows how the cultural production of images amongst the followers of an ideology directly
influences the way they collectively interact with an environment. The social code I currently
exist within depicts images of safety, abundance and freedom. But where do these images come
from? If the internet is our current cultural medium of choice, what ideology is behind its’
advancement and spread?
The answer lies in a confusing mix of economics and politics with the term Neoliberalism, an
ideological structure originally envisaged during the 1930s in an attempt to find balance between
socio-economic planning and unregulated free trade. It manifested as a free market under the
informed control of the state, but was widely perceived as a failure due to the inability of the
state to ‘correctly’ (in the eyes of financiers) regulate the market. In an infamous lecture on
Capitalism Ayn Rand (1967) states, ‘as to depressions and unemployment, they are not caused
by the free market, but by government influence into the economy’. During the 1980s and
onwards the term started to be used as a critique of any attempt to place the market at the
centre of society, which was deemed the intent of the ‘Neoliberal’ resurgence led by such
politicians as Reagan, Thatcher, Clinton and Blair in what became known as a ‘third way’
approach to politics. They asserted that the market, rather than Left or Right political ideas,
could loosen up the stagnated economy, promoting greater efficiency, inspiring higher rates of
innovation and creating a more competitive welfare model. They believed, as did the original
Neoliberal’s, that the states role was merely to oversee and tidy up the market’s discrepancies.
But Ha-Joon Chang (2011) asserts that although these ‘free marketeers told us that the free
market is a scientific entity and any attempt to meddle with it’s working is unscientific or
politically motivated, the free market position is as political as any other position’.
This is an important observation as it highlights the fact that the market might actually be under
the influence of a group of people, and even if we naively assume that those people have our
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best interests at heart, there is no way they can possibly comprehend the vastness of the
market and manipulate it in a mutually beneficial way. Berardi (2015 pg.109) develops this point
by suggesting that it is actually naive to imagine anyone in control of the market, ‘nobody is
really in charge, nobody is consciously making decisions: in economic operations, logical
mathematical implications have replaced the decider, and the algorithm of capital has grown
independent of the individual will of the owner’. It would seem then, that in the 2010s we have
come to rely on the market not simply as a hyper efficient social central processing unit, but as
an artificial arbiter. One Neoliberal identifier, in an interview with VICE (2017), described the
ideology’s followers as ‘globalists, and evangelists of the amazing power of trade liberalisation to
create wealth, eliminate disease, lift hundreds of millions of people from poverty, and end the
pre-conditions for war.’ Those certainly sound like the words of a devout believer rather than a
freely moving apolitical entity. The idea that the free market can organise and develop a
sustainable society is still seen as farcical by many critics, Attac and Civic City (2017 pg. 196)
argue that ‘the freedom it invokes is actually the freedom of international capital, which tends to
remove any barrier to it’s activities: the planet as a hunting ground’. Regardless, during the past
forty years politicians and economists have idolised the free market, locking Western society in a
hastening cycle of capital production to appease its’ desires of supply and demand. It might be
said that this cycle not only distorted net pioneers original vision of the internet, a network
information exchange, but simultaneously realised an ideological system of value that thrives on
inequality and personal gain over collective empowerment. When combined with the infinite
communicative power of the internet this ideology is able to touch our lives wherever, whenever
we are, truly captivating our minds. But where did it come from? What was its cultural breeding
ground?
Le Corbusier (1923) famously stated that ‘the house is a machine for living in’, meaning that
every interaction can be explained as a mechanical process with a script of rules. This sentiment
spread into every aspect of daily life during Modernism’s ideological maturation and gradually
convinced society that we were capable of controlling our environment to the point where
anything was possible with sufficient resources. Or rather, if we had all the cards in our hand
then our opportunities for comfort and fulfilment were practically infinite. A collective frustration
with the fact that Modernism’s promised universal utopia quickly became a dystopia if you could
not dance to its’ tune quickly emerged. In response Post Modernism sought to deconstruct the
systems of highly designed reality, which were found to lack accessibility, in the hope of
reimagining the cultural and indeed physical landscape. This was successful in allowing more
voices to effect the ideological image of society, an increase in rights for margin groups here, an
admission to the ‘norm’ there, but for the most part the changes made to the ideological system
of society were cosmetic. To make matters worse, by deconstructing the real we found
ourselves adrift in a mixing pot, a widespread cultural schizophrenic crisis in which it was
extremely difficult to determine right from wrong, up from down. D. Jasper (1993) sees this as a
direct outcome of ‘the Postmodernists unsuccessful attempts to transcend the crisis of
Modernity’. It was this situation that opened the gates for another reinterpretation of the High
Modernist fixation on efficiency and rules. Neoliberal thinkers did just this during in the second
half of the 20th Century. They fundamentally abused the idea of universal equality as a tool to
impose the ideology of a minority on global society, enabled the unfettered sprawl of free market
economics and extrapolated the idea of the individual as unit of society to a bastardised
economically rational conclusion. Just when we needed a saviour they propelled the market into
the spot light. Society was told to trust the market, and that a heavy focus on technological
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advancement could finally make everything available for everyone. We were sold a new social
order which would democratise reality and end world crises but we received a economic
ideology that commodifies the deepest extremities of life itself and excludes those who won’t
play ball.
[II] Dictating Reality
Deepening our exploration of cultural and economics in contemporary Western Society, I will
now focus on the effects of Neoliberal ideologies’ most essential cultural image, working life.
This is the idea that each individual who is able to must contribute their labour to the market if
they wish to live in society. At the helm of this images’ proliferation Jack Self (2017 pg. 10) finds a
group referred to as the creative classes, whose ‘main economic function is to create
meaningful new forms – that is to use their skills and expertise to create new ideas, new
technologies and new creative content’. By attaching the ability to sustain oneself to the practice
of creating new images of desire, society has been hooked up to a cyclical process in which our
production encourages us to desire more production. This is the fundamental distortion in
human behaviour created by a reliance on the ideology of free trade and is founded on the use
of what Guattari (1977 pgs. 8-50) calls ‘desiring machines’, the processes by which our internal
desires shape the production of reality.
In the context of the individual this embeds what Rushkoff (2010) deems a ‘programme or be
programmed’ mentality that rewards Darwinian competition. Whilst in the context of groups it
creates micro-ideological divides between viewpoints, pitting tribes against each other in
seemingly unappeasable dichotic conflicts. As you might expect of a system designed to fixate
you on something, the work environment is cosy. Self (2017 pg. 10) identifies that ‘the cafe is the
factory of the creative classes’ providing a warm and accessible workplace to a group who
increasingly operate as freelancers or sole traders. Unlike a conventional workplace, or indeed
the original function of the cafe as a place of meeting for merchants or academics, ‘there is no
suggestion that people in a cafe form a community, they are socially discouraged from any
camaraderie’. Speaking from experience this is due to the fact that every second counts,
whether editing a video or designing a logo, filing taxes or searching for new business, dynamic
precarity is the norm and leaves little time for socialising, which has even been rebranded as
networking to assimilate it into the machine. Another downside are the barriers to entry. Firstly
you must pay to be a part of this workforce, buying your own laptop, camera, production
software and even paying to register as self employed in some cases. Secondly you’ll need to
maintain some sort of outgoing lifestyle to keep up your connections to potential clients. And
thirdly, as discussed earlier you need to make sure to stay up to date with the latest trends.
There is another way in which to facilitate the free markets’ growth: joining the Precariat, a term
coined in modern times by an Italian post socialist anarchy movement in their manifesto ‘Il
Fascino Indiscreto del Precariato’ (2004) describing conditions in the ever expanding platform
economy. The workplace of this economy is everywhere, from delivering a packet to someone
across the city to cleaning your neighbours house, any micro social action is turned into an
opportunity for digital exchange of currency. Usually using a mobile app the worker chooses
tasks based on opportunities that come in from the local market. Operators beam down tasks to
workers across the globe wth the help of a semi-intelligent algorithm. The result of this when
done well is a super efficient working unit that satisfies both the worker and the clients, but
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when conducted badly this model can lead not only to unsatisfied clients but more critically to
the exploitation of workers under poorly defined labour laws and personal financial liability. I
would argue that a job is an act of cultural expression, if this profession becomes precarious or
is devalued by society you’re likely to suffer, Schumacher (1973 pg. 235) sums up my worry
succinctly, ‘sociologists and psychologists insistently warn us of the dangers to the integrity of
the individual when they feel as nothing more than a cog in a vast machine and when the human
relationships of their daily working life become increasingly dehumanised’.
My combined investigation into the creative classes and precariat is not without reason, together
they form European Neoliberalism’s cultural nervous system. The cultural images created by the
creative classes often manifest as physical objects which need to be transported to consumers
for the ideologies’ culture to have a lasting effect, this can be done by the precariat. Nike proves
this point by hiring not only the finest create minds to design shoes, but flexible low wage
workers to complete their orders. Complete with it’s own private logistics network, designed to
ensure that the cultural programming delivered in its’ sneakers is always on time. It is easy to
forget that global logistics networks originated with physical interaction in markets. Interaction
that required trust in another individual with whom you developed a relationship and had an
opportunity to learn from each other’s cultural as well as economic perspectives. Hall (1976 pg.
141) describes cultural action chains as the ‘dance’ that was used ‘as a means of reaching a
common goal’ in these situations, one that could ‘be reached only after, and not before, each link
in the chain had been formed’. This means the basis of the modern economic system had at
least a fragment of humanity in it, rather than the situation we have to today where we are highly
estranged from the communities we trade with. This estrangement comes from a shift in our
cultural programming. We have become used to the idea that we trade in goods rather than
trading with people. I believe this is down to a desire for efficiency but the effect of this desire is
more sinister, our habitual abstraction of other people and environments. Schumacher (1973 pg.
186) explains that ‘concern with people raises countless questions... Which particular people?
Where are they? How do we communicate with them? Goods, on the other hand, do not raise so
many questions. Particularly when econometricians and statisticians deal with them, goods even
cease to be anything identifiable, and become GNP, imports, exports, savings, investment,
infrastructure, or what not. Impressive models can be built out of these abstractions, and it is a
rarity for them to leave any room for actual people.’ So from those simple markets developed an
economic value system focused on efficiency. A culture which has over time systematically
globalised trade infrastructure through standardisation. It has allowed us to exchange goods and
services across vast distances, but it is not without shortcomings. As Mason (2015 loc. 2712)
explains, ‘the market acts like a giant calculating machine, rewarding those who guessed
correctly what the socially necessary cost was, and penalising those who used excessive labour’.
As we become more connected to our environment through data, understanding it’s quantitative
intricacies in intense detail, we become less emotionally connected and less willing to spend a
moment observing the world we live in. We become a society characterised by a narrow
perception of value and lack of patience or attention. As Roberts (2014) describes ‘most of the
excitement around Big Data comes, not from its potential to solve the very complex problems of
our times but for the way it moves the marketplace closer to the self, with more immersive
games, more adaptive personal technologies — even eyeglasses that place the entire digital
economy just centimetres from your brain.’ To survive all this you might be tempted to search for
a source of artificial energy. Self (2017 pg. 11) has the answer, ‘caffeine was the first capitalist
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drug, preparing the mind and the body for a regime of constantly accelerating communication
and fiscal flows.’ I would expand this notion one step further to define caffeine not only as the
first capitalist drug but as the ultimate Neoliberal commodity, producing maximum efficiency and
profit at all stages of the production and consumption process. For one it can only be grown in
countries far from the market of consumption, when a farming operation is set up cultural
images of the free market are spread to its’ locale, expanding the market into new territory.
Once harvested it will be shipped across the world, allowing middle people in various other
markets who control taxation and infrastructure to take a cut of the value. Once it arrives it can
be sold to workers who consume it to stay efficient at their jobs which, finally, improves
efficiency and dominance of the whole system. Self (2017 pg. 14) concludes that ‘as it stands, the
cafe has become the site of our own voluntary victimisation’.
It seems fitting to end our tour of the contemporary cultural landscape with visits to some of it’s
monuments, where we can perhaps extract the founding desires of its dominant ideology. First
we join Leonard Kleinrock, an Internet Pioneer, showing Verner Herzog (2016) what he describes
as ‘a scared location’ of the internet. This nondescript laboratory at UCLA is ‘a holy place’ where
‘the critical events of the origin began.’ He goes on to show the holy scripture, an IMP LOG from
the fateful day of the first connection between two computers, stating that ‘it has at least the
same equivalent importance as lookouts log on Columbus’s ship’. It’s difficult to ignore the
theological and colonial sentiment in his statements. Did the internet serve as a replacement for
the Deistic and Monarchial value systems whose power had waned dramatically by the late
1960s? Aiming to fulfil societies’ desperate need for direction yet instead enslaving it in a cycle
of clickbait and personalised content. Later, Liam Young (2017 pgs. 62-69) tours Facebook’s
server farm in Prineville Oregon where a vast percentage of internet content is managed, ‘in an
anonymous town in the middle of Oregon — at the confluence of cool air, cheap hydropower and
tax incentives — is the largest cultural landscape in human history.’ Here the nervous system of
our internet-market assemblage manifests in reality. Young compares it to the cultural spaces of
older ideologies such as cathedrals or museums, ‘Facebook’s data centre is a giant factory for
organising our culture and archiving our lives based on clicks and views’. Moreover it is a key
component of the epistemological machine curated by the digital triumvirate of Facebook,
Google and Amazon, for it is these actors who are behind what Roberts (2014) describes as ‘an
invasion’. He states that we are in ‘the end stages of an accelerating drive by the market to
break down all barriers between itself and us’. In these end stages, as Young (2017) describes,
‘spaces of culture glitch and buffer, electromagnetic drives hum, and they smell of silicon, fibre
optics and Red Bull energy drink’.
‘That’s not exciting or delightful. That’s adrenaline’
Dabbla (2018)
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Chapter 2 Connecting Social Ecosystems
[I] Toolkit and Methods
In the first chapter I explored the theoretical environment Cultural Stewardship could exist within,
but what about the real world? It is my belief that it could take place in many different
environments and be applied to many different situations. In this chapter I will explore the tenets
of my methodology in the context of the coffee supply chain, with the aim to defining the
possibilities of Cultural Stewardship on a large scale. It is noted that as a facilitator and designer
I naturally bring certain biases and emphasises to the table. Although I am not yet sure how
these will play out, I hereby acknowledge that I am not an outside observer, anthropologist, or
journalist in this process but rather an embedded part of it’s design. I am also aware that my
attitudes and beliefs are likely to change as I encounter conflicting information, this is welcomed
and the challenge accepted. It is ultimately a learning exercise in discovering whether existing
supply chains, as integral transmitters of the market machine, can be used as platforms for
global learning and empathy. In this way, the aim of the Supply Chain Broadcast project is to
create a conversation between members of the disconnected and abstracted global community
of the supply chain, aiming to empower them in understanding their position in the global
system. It will facilitate the formation of economic relationships based on participants own terms,
aiming to create a supply chain that empowers them, rather than the imposing terms of a large
multi-national company which seeks to bring products to a consumer market. This focus on the
relationships of the supply chain, which are ultimately a cultural phenomenon, is in line with
Esteves-Abe, Iverson and Soskice’s (2001 pg.6) ‘Relational View of the Firm‘ which argues the
importance of a company’s’ ability to coordinate a wide range of actors, in this case with widely
varying cultural image sets. It hopes to contribute to a fairer dissemination of power within global
trade infrastructure. By fairer I mean balanced for all actors, each receiving enough from the
relationship to live a fulfilling life. Mazzucato (2013 pg. 182) identifies that ‘what is needed is a
functional risk - reward dynamic that replaces the dysfunctional ‘socialised risk’ and ‘privatised
rewards’ characterising the current economic crisis and evidenced in modern industry’.
Next I will lay out some grounding rules and actions that a Cultural Steward might undertake so
as to clarify the definition of this occuptation. The first is that it will take place in what Ostuzzi
(2018) refers to as the ‘real environment’ rather than the ‘design space’. This distinction questions
design’s roots in Modernism and such concepts as standardisation, reproducibility, simplicity and
average, ones which were perhaps originally associated with democratic creation but now feel
heavily associated with the will of the market. Ostuzzi asks the pertinent question of
contemporary design, ‘why do we often design gathering information from abstract
constructions of a specific situation, or from controlled environments, more similar to
laboratories than reality?’ Design is an intentional act that modifies reality. One of the main
problems of this complex process is the gap in communication between the product being ideal
in the design space to tangible in the real environment. Ostuzzi explores design in constant
dialogue with environment, aiming to sidestep inherent obsolescence and suggest that
outcomes are dynamic entities. Here are some distinctions between the design space and the
real environment:
Design space: abstract, standard, stable, proximal, under control, simple, use through design.
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Real environment: concrete, unique, dynamic, distant, uncontrolled, complex, use though use.
It is important to remember that it is impossible to avoid the design space entirely, as soon as
you start to think you enter a world of abstraction and simplicity. So rather than denying this fact
I will use my capacity for listening and speaking to adopt an interpretive position between order
and chaos, one in which I interpret a language for this particular project. To further direct the
projects’ positioning in reality I will call upon Manzini’s (2015 pg. 158) concept of ‘diffuse design’, a
technique by which the design discipline is gradually diffused into society at large in such a way
that it can be practiced by everyone. Below are some strategies to realise this:
1. Creating tools to facilitate co-design processes
2. Feeding social conversation with ideas
3. Mapping local resources and initiatives
4. Giving promising cases more visibility
5. Proposing narratives on emerging best practice
To focus my design methodology further it is worth discussing the difference between top-down
and bottom-up design. Both have their pros and cons; on the one hand top-down standard
solutions often face rejection or early abandonment, on the other hand bottom-up local solutions
are hard to spread due to their contextual nature. Ostuzzi (2018) argues that ‘in order for both
kinds of approach to have positive impact an engagement in the form of conversation is
considered fundamental’. As such we will ask a set of questions at each location visited along
the route to tease out common themes that unite the participants, as well as highlighting their
differences. Conversations will be centred around the questions below, although general open
discussion will also take place. I will explain the reasoning behind them using an extract from a
conversation between myself and Juhee Hahm, my partner in the project.
J: I’m interested in how working rhythm is related to time scale. For example, daily, seasonal,
and time scale of the body. So, first, thinking about working and rest divide in the daily
schedule, we could ask,
1. How much time do you have for breaks? What do you do in this time?
J: Then on the seasonal scale, it will be interesting to know,
2. How do the seasons affect your work?
J: Coffee is an agricultural product after all. Lastly, I wonder about energy,
3. How do you adjust your energy levels to the working rhythm?
J: I wonder if caffeine is useful there. What do you think?
L: I really like those questions.
J: And what would you like to ask them?
L: I’m interested in opportunities for creating a community along the global supply chain. So I
guess we could start with the working environments of each group. What does the
workspace do for the community and how does it encourage people to work together or
get along? Maybe that would be,
4. What do you chat about between colleagues?
L: To understand the larger community on a different scale, we could ask,
5. Do you feel a connection to the rest of the supply chain?
L: Lastly, it would be good to use this as an opportunity to create those collections so,
6. What would you say to another member of the supply chain?
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J: Nice, maybe we need one last question to round it off. What about,
7. When do you feel fulfilment in your work?
J: So that we can figure out how does the work relate to their life purpose or their own
satisfaction.
If you would like a detailed account of responses they are recorded in our Supply Chain
Broadcast series on Youtube and Soundcloud. To reiterate, the aim of this project is to explore
possibilities for creating mutual trust and empathy between the dispersed communities of the
supply chain. Fang Zhong, a Chinese PhD candidate writing about collaborative services offers
two strategies for this, ‘diffuse information in an effective, genuine, transparent way to give
participants the clearest ideas of how things work and who is doing what, and create an informal
social control system for example, a reputation system’ (Manzini 2015 pg. 174). I’m not so keen on
the second idea, as I am wary of the negative effects of even loose systems of bureaucracy, but
it is true that an emergent global society needs a type of social contract that prevents
exploitation of people with less information by those who have more knowledge of the system.
[II] Fieldwork
Below are a selection of edited field diaries collecting my experience of the global supply chain
and reactions in relation to the wider ideas of my thesis. The focus is on certain people I met,
rather than a detailed list of events. These are the people whose actions in their environments
provide further inspiration and drive to the theory of Cultural Stewardship. Whilst in Kenya and
the Netherlands I also endeavoured to connect the communities I encountered. Techniques
included showing footage and printed materials containing transcribed, and translated,
interviews from other people along the chain.
20.1.19
Mathare, Nairobi, Kenya
Wanjau - Community Figure
Wanjau’s ancestors moved to the city after the Mau Mau revolution won the Kikuyu more rights
in British Kenyan society. Born in the slum of Mathare he spent his earlier years in crime, as
there are limited employment options in the local area. Nowadays he’s had a reformation of life
purpose and is a leader figure known for his work with local youth centres and community
projects, as well as the construction of flats in the area. Community is strong in Mathare. Even
though there are many tribes with different traditions and ideologies ‘it doesn’t matter if you are
born here or there, we are one community’. The only time that this is broken is during political
seasons, when the leaders of different groups incite separation in the people. Wanjau has a
strong desire to create a resilient local network which offers employment prospects for more
people. Whilst the emergence of a precariat in Europe is supposedly a recent phenomenon, in
Mathare it is the status quo and everyone is used to hustling their way on a daily basis. Wanjau
recently found work cleaning up the outdoor areas of Nairobi, he walks from the Central
Business District back through Pangani to Eastleigh cleaning parks and roads. But this job is not
permanent as the project that runs it relies on funding from the government, which can
sometimes be cut at a moments notice. Wanjau is a natural people person with friends in all
areas of Mathare, so is in an excellent position to act as a conduit for cultural information in the
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area. We left a pamphlet containing interviews with the baristas in Amsterdam at Ozone Ethio, a
local cafe, so the Kenyan’s could get an idea of their Dutch counterparts.
24.1.19
Riverside, Nairobi, Kenya
Vava - Specialty Coffee Trader
Vava is a busy woman, she is working hard to revolutionise the Kenyan coffee industry at many
levels. At one end she sits on the international Specialty Coffee Association board (as one of the
only two representatives close to farmers) and at the other she talks directly with farmers to
educate them on how to get a better price for their crop. She advocates ‘working holistically’ and
a focus on the education side, rather than completely on the production side of coffee. One of
her main focuses is directly addressing the issue of women’s agency in Kenya. However she
takes a unique approach, explaining that ‘we can’t leave the boys or men behind as you have a
lot of set backs if you’re not integrating them, this is because the men own the land and control
the money, it’s a patriarchal society’. If you want to empower women, you need to educate men
by supporting them too. More generally she confirms that producers rarely know what happens
to coffee once it leaves the farm and this is something that should change. It is important to help
them understand why their coffee might sell for a lower price, introducing them to agronomy
helps curb climate change, and making them less reliant on coffee alone means more
independence, diversification is key. She has to be active on two fronts simultaneously, acting as
an information conduit. On one side taking producers through coffee math 101 so they can
calculate their cost of production and know whether they are getting a profit or not, but on the
other explaining to buyers and consumers the process the coffee goes though and why they
can’t force a farmer to grow a specific variety just because they think it tastes nice. There might
be astronomical associated costs in terms of pest prevention and fertilisation. The overall
industry is expensive because consuming countries dictate it and to make matters worse they
never factor in solutions for producers because they don’t understand the challenges at
production level, their views are myopic. One example is the creation of a ‘Q grading’ system by
the America Specialty Coffee Association, costing $2000 to become certified it allows you to be
an authority on coffee quality, but no one has given producers support on how to bring their
coffee above the 80% it needs to qualify as specialty. It’s a pyramid model, you pay to level up.
Education all around is her rallying call, ultimately the entire chain needs to understand itself
more and have more empathy towards the unique challenges each community faces. Vava notes
that it’s important to show young people in rural areas that they don’t need to move to the city,
as there is plenty of employment in agriculture as a trillion dollar industry and driver for African
economies. Equally Kenyans need to start appreciating coffee to bolster the local market.
Generally their experience is of highly processed instant coffee as quality beans go to markets
abroad so they’ve never had a good experience.
16.1.19
Murkewe-ini, Nyeri county, Kenya
Kanaru - Smallholder
Our conversation begins with talk of valuing the soil and planting different crops on a seasonal
basis to maintain its highly fertile nature. Beans, potatoes, corn and squash are all grown
beneath coffee bushes, this is a deeply engrained tradition handed down from ancestors to
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current farmers. But coffee needs special attention as it takes anywhere between 3-5 years to
yield a marketable crop, an investment that many young farmers consider too much of a risk
financially and so will not plant new trees. Furthermore, coffee was not a crop usually grown
here, it was introduced by European settlers and used as a cash crop by the British Colonial
Administration, in conjunction with land grabbing and forced labour it fed a booming industry
back in Europe, with farmers banned by law from tasting their own crop. The Kikuyu were
exploited because their ownership and knowledge of the land was superior.
We ask a question from one of the baristas we interviewed in Amsterdam: How did he get into
this job and whether he enjoys it? Kanaru responded ‘My brothers and sisters have left the
village and my mother has passed on, so my wife and I are the ones who take care of the farm
with my father, he couldn’t do it alone. We do it for income’. To elaborate on this we learn that he
discusses work loads with his friends who also tend to farms in the area and they decide how
they can sort it out as a team, there is a strong community here where mutual support is
common practice, even in the face of the market luring away many young people. Giving the
farmers information about the price their coffee fetches further down the supply chain perhaps
led to them to be able to have an informed conversation with the chairman of their co-operative,
it does seem that although they are touted as coalitions of farmers they are more realistically
just individuals with access to the capital needed to set up a wet processing plant and so collect
and profit from all the local beans. We also brewed coffee with some beans we had bought in
Amsterdam, which were grown in nearby Weithaga, so they could taste the fruits of their labour
for the first time.
22.1.19
Kenbelt Industrial Park, Nairobi, Kenya
Naomi - Logistics Manager
Kenya Co-operative Coffee Exporters are a cooperative that act as an independent marketing
agent for groups of farmers. Their mission being to facilitate direct access to the international
market for farmers, which is currently blocked by laws of the Kenyan Government. They have
their own milling machine for grading, and also do 2 factor authentication of beans by hand,
mostly at the request of ‘specialist’ international exporters. Despite the strong connection they
feel to the supply chain back down the line there are still barriers to gaining traction in the
international market. Whilst green beans are readily exported as a semi processed material, food
safety regulations prevent KCCE from being able to export their roasted coffee. This is
important because the roasting stage is arguably most important from a value creation point of
view as it makes coffee a consumable rather than a raw material. If this process takes place in
Europe the revenue stays there too. Naomi ruminates ‘I do wonder why these importers from
Oslo and the Netherlands are willing travel here to source beans and incur giant fees of air and
sea freight, there must be a huge profit back in Europe’.
It’s not true that their roasted coffee has never reached shop shelves in other countries but it
must do so under the security of ‘blue label’ buyers from that country, who have the required
accreditation and use their own packaging. We hear how the production of coffee itself is
dwindling in Kenya, mostly at the hands of the housing industry. As the city grows the rural areas
surrounding it are neglected and remaining farmers are forced to sell their highly fertile land for
development. Kenya’s urban population is booming with the greater Nairobi area housing
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roughly 6.5 million residents. Naomi and KCCE are keen to strengthen an emergent market on
home soil, aiming at the young Kenyan community and trying to market coffee as a hip product
that they can get excited about. In this way they hope to take control on Kenya’s coffee industry
and use it as a way to empower the youth of the country to become upwardly mobile.
15.1.19
Coffee Exchange, Nairobi, Kenya
Stephen - Chief Quality Officer
The Nairobi Coffee Exchange is where the vast majority of Kenya’s coffee is sold and bought,
it’s Tuesday morning, auction day. We meet Stephen, the Chief Quality Officer, who proceeds to
enthusiastically give us a thorough explanation of the different qualities of green coffee beans
and how to tell them apart. Then we learn of the system of farming co-operative societies, a
group of farms that join together to have more bargaining power in the market, and independent
farms which are usually on a large scale to be able to provide the volumes that the market
demands. He considers farmers the most important part of the chain, acknowledging that there
were several years in the past where farmers were uprooting their coffee to grow more
financially viable crops but stresses that their farms need to be operating at the correct high
standards to ensure that the beans he receives are high quality and can be sold for a good price.
He feels very connected to the supply chain economically as he knows the effects poor harvests
or bad processing can have on the NCE’s brokerage cut. In a more private conversation in the
office, Stephen tells us about corruption in Kenya and that he feels there is not much he can do
because it has a lot of power behind it. Daniel, the CEO, arrives as we cup some coffee we have
brought with us from Amsterdam, whilst Stephen notes that what defines a ‘good’ coffee is
highly subjective Daniel gets straight to business, asking how much you pay for a cup of coffee
in one of the cafes back in Europe.

18.1.19
Nanyuki, Nyeri County, Kenya
Patricia - Marketing Manager
Caroline and Samuel - Recent graduates
In contrast to the farmers in Murkurwe-ini, Tambuzi operates at a large scale in Kenya’s fastest
growing agricultural sector, the production of flowers. Although it’s a big operation they remain
connected to the soil albeit using scientific techniques to monitor its fertility. They also practice
composting and have a rigorous system of crop rotation that involves vegetables that workers
eat in the farm canteen. The employees are all from the local area and consider themselves a
giant family, the best sort of working community I can imagine. Turning our attention to the
supply chain as it extends outwards, we learn that due to the nature of the product it must travel
down a very well maintained logistical network. Once harvested the flowers float in padded
baskets along a tram like system of hanging carts to the pack house where they go through
several stages of grading. They are first cooled to lessen the heat of the greenhouse, then later
warmed and watered to wake them up. Finally they are cooled to a low temperature for
collection by two refrigerated trucks a day which hurry them to Nairobi airport to travel to
locations across the world. They reach their destinations between 24 and 96 hours after being
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picked, depending on the distance involved. It is Patricia’s job to ensure that clients on the other
end are happy with their flowers and to search for new business relationships; in this way
Tambuzi are very well connected to the entire chain.
Tambuzi don’t shirk on opportunities to create connections between their producers and
consumers either. We visit the Microsoft Apprentice Factory which is funded by Microsoft4Afrika,
an organisation committed to spreading digital connectivity throughout the entire continent
(whether inhabitants want it or not). Alvaro and some recent graduates show us their prototype
for the Tambuzi Provenance app, it uses a Microsoft chat software to record which worker has
contributed to the production of every bouquet Tambuzi send out. A thank you message can
then be sent back to the people who produced the flowers. Juhee spots an area for
improvement based on our interviews with workers at Tambuzi, one asked to know how the
flowers are used at the end of the chain and so she suggests adding the option to take a photo
of the flower arrangement client side so producers can see the results of their labour.
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Chapter 3 Working the Machine
[I] Paths
This last chapter combines the description of the obstacles set out before Cultural Stewardship
from Chapter 1 with the exploration of possible creative intervention techniques in Chapter 2. It
presents a theory of change that hopes to inspire others to define their own unique approaches
to the global challenges we all face today. It’s time to embrace a new way of thinking about the
world to bring it into balance. If we are to enter a new social epoch a widespread paradigm shift
should logically occur, academics and researchers are already busy highlighting its’ early signs.
Thackara’s New Economy (2015), Mason’s Post Capitalism (2015) and Ostuzzi’s Open Ended
Design (2018) are but a few examples. Berardi posits that ‘a world ends when images
proceeding from the semiotic meta-machine grow indecipherable to a cultural community that
perceives itself as a world’. In other words, once people no longer choose to engage with the
messages of an ideology, it collapses. He further questions ‘what happens when a world dies,
when outside flows of semiosis overpower and outperform the existing language and forms of
life and an entire world of values, expectations and moral codes disintegrates?’ What will we
choose to do with the the ideological wreckage we find ourselves in, with the tattered remains of
Neoliberalism’s internet? Duyvendak (2008) gives us two options, ‘the first path is to proceed full
speed ahead. Organise society like a market; create consumer sovereignty for citizens at many
social levels and give them as individuals the financial means to wrest the best public services
possible. The alternate path is less familiar; view society as full of contradictions and conflicts
and try to develop a culture in which citizens, professionals, institutions and governments can
come together to bridge evident differences’.
The crux of the multitude of issues created by Paul Robert’s (2014) Impulse Society is
disconnection, from our environments, each other and ultimately ourselves. Disconnection has
lead to widespread institutionalisation of breakdowns in communication which need to be
bridged. To do this will mean forming fluid collaborative structures that allow for the rapid
prototyping of new worlds, ones which are accepted as dynamic yet built around solid common
values. In search of these values Bateson (1987 pgs. 167-168) suggests ‘that we look for the
direction, and values implicit in the means. We have to find the value of a planned act implicit in
and simultaneous with the act itself, not separate from it in the sense that the act would derive
its value from reference to a future or end goal.’ As such Cultural Stewards should facilitate the
organisation of society around common goals that champion environmental balance and social
peace rather than abstract grand schemes that employ people to carry out the wishes of
community leaders corrupted with power. They can act as community organisers and facilitators
who help to tease ideas out of groups rather than imposing their wills upon others. Dunne (2016
pg. 59) wonders ‘why can’t design, alongside cinema, literature, and all these other areas, feed
into the mix of impacting people’s imagination and perception of things?’ Whilst Manzini (2015
pg. 77) identifies the task of design for social innovation as seeking to make the existence of
collaborative organisations both likely and possible, Thackara (2015 pg. 150) sees a common
thread in his investigations into emergent Commoning communities: ‘the need for some kind of
caretaker or steward whose job it is to nurture communication between members of the
community, make sure that everyone understands and abides by the rules, and generally foster a
shared spirit of reciprocity and cooperation.’ By way of cautioning Hall (1976 pg. 166) reminds us
that ‘until notation systems apart from language are developed for culture, it is doubtful that the
type of revolution occasioned by the development of writing and mathematics will occur. When
this happens, however, there is no way of gauging the effect on human consciousness’. This is
something Bruce Sterling (2016 pg. 91) has been busy with, ‘I’m always struggling to become
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more aware of this temporal change in language - can it be directed, measured, seen and
appreciated? What can we do about it? Can we invent new words and force old ones to expire,
can we archive them and redeploy them in new contexts? How can we effectively describe
situations that don’t as yet exist?’ Hall (1976 pg. 166) goes on to conclude, ‘the cultural
unconscious probably outnumbers the explicit system by a factor of one thousand or more. The
investigation of this culture can be accomplished only by actual observation of real events in
normal settings and contexts.’ This brings me on to the scale at which Cultural Stewardship
should be practiced. I am a firm believer in local organisation and the decentralisation of power
and so John Thackara’s concept of bio regions seems a likely answer to the question. That is,
the organisation of social power systems around regions of biological characteristics and in line
with environmental ecosystems. Whilst I see the importance of shared global values, the real
challenge comes in being able to reconcile the diverse values of different communities with a
seemingly international homogeny and the environment. As he suggests ‘a sense of belonging,
and shared responsibility for the land, is the social glue that binds diverse groups together’, this
suggests that we should focus on Cultural Stewardship at a geographical level, since that is
where much of our cultural identity comes from, indeed Thackara (2015 pg. 28) continues ‘a new
political and geographical concept - the bio region - is beginning to strengthen these shared
ties’. This idea is supported by Schumacher’s (1973 pg. 173) rumination on the subject ‘each
district, ideally speaking, would have some sort of inner cohesion and identity… There is need
for a cultural structure as much as there is need for an economic structure… The bigger the
country the greater the need for internal structure and for a decentralised approach to
development’.
As discussed earlier, Neoliberalism is often described by contemporary critics as being soulless,
fixated on growth, greed and mechanical bureaucracy. I experience entanglement with the
Neoliberal machine first hand in my work for platform based delivery companies in the precariat.
‘Onboarding’ (the platform economy term for hiring) is my programming, my introduction to the
socioeconomic language of the machine and of my position within it’s world. Operators in the
office beam down routes to mobile appendages across the city, or Tringers. Using a mobile app I
choose tasks based on jobs that come in from the wider supply chain, for example carrying live
lobsters to a 5 star hotel. Whilst working I experience varied emotions, feeling in tune with the
city around me, whose moods and feelings are projected onto the machine which stares
robotically through my eyes, it uses me to learn about the world. I am the laughing, smiling face
of impending automation. I experience a different level of the machine as a freelance graphic
designer in the creative class, one job involved creating live content for various media production
companies in the sport industry. When working a shift I would create content in reaction to live
sporting events meaning I had to adjust to the time zone of the event, sometimes being awake
all night or more often interrupting the natural flow of my day. My office was often my bed, a
desk in the living room, once or twice it was even a vehicle travelling across continents. I also
experienced plenty of precarity, mostly in the form of inhouse employees learning my craft and
taking over my role meaning I had to search for a new one. Going back to the idea of cultural
mediums as extensions of an ideology, I would argue that a job is an act of cultural expression
that defines who you are in society, but within the creative class and precariat there are limited
chances for this to shine through. It’s enough trouble to finish your work and get some rest in
time for the next load.
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[II] Steps
I would like to explore a different interpretation of Neoliberalism, one which puts people and
their responsibility at the centre of the debate rather than intangible ideological images. We are
part of a socioeconomic machine that exists within our homes and our minds, influencing our
interactions with the environments we inhabit. If ideology is a machine and we people are it’s
working parts, then surely we have control over how it manifests in reality? What I’m getting at
here is that when climbing inside the machine as operators we give it a character, a soul. By
dictating the nature of our communication with the ideological pattern we can teach it not to
simply control us but also to learn from us. It is important to remember that, as with all
omnipresent supreme beings, the market is in fact limited by our concept of supreme. Having
worked through several hundred thousand deities in the past it’s time to take responsibility for
our ideology, rather than using it as an excuse to project our displeasure with the world on to
others. To do this we need to once again seize the means of ideological production, culture and
economics. These are the building blocks of any community, be it a country or group of friends.
The first defines the rules or codes of the group and the second dictates how these play out in
it’s members interactions with their environments. Garments, music, food, community structure,
these are the cultural artefacts with which to re-define our collective value system. Let us not
follow the edicts seemingly imposed on us word for word, let us naively inhabit Neoliberalism's
mechanical roles, allowing our inherent ability for beautifully unique human error to flourish over
and around it’s dichotic distinctions.
In contemporary Western Society our most valued cultural communication tool is the internet, a
web of nodes designed to connect the globe through cultural images. But what if we are using
the internet wrongly? By allowing an ethereal digital space to inform the construction of our
reality are we limiting our interactions with that very reality? Regardless of the original use case
it now works to unify culture under an umbrella of geographic ambivalence. One outcome of this
activity is the temporal suspension of society, a situation in which the physical heritage of an
idea has been rendered factually irrelevant by an infinitely entwined digital infrastructure. When
everywhere is exchanging information constantly, nowhere is unique. This comes with perks, for
example the spreading of new knowledge and best practices, but the resultant monoculture
societies also stagnate over time. If we turn our gaze towards physical trade networks
something altogether more harmful has happened. We have become accustomed to the instant
availability of anything our heart desires, which in turn has reinforced the feeling of suspension
in physical reality as well as digital space. But hope should not be lost, Steyerl (2015 pg. 21)
suggests that our response ‘could be the art of recoding or rewiring the system.’ This is how we
should seek to take control of our social reality, not by furiously depleting our resources through
conflict with Neoliberalism’s machine, but by climbing inside it’s hollow assemblage and teaching
it how we want to exist. Though if it is to have any effect on reality our work must ‘move into the
world of offline distribution, of 3-D dissemination of resources, of music, land, and inspiration.’
She concludes with this timely provocation. ‘Why not slowly withdraw from an undead internet,
and build a few others next to it.’ This is where I see an opportunity for Cultural Stewardship, to
act towards rebuilding the crumbling cultural communication system of our society in a way that
distributes power fairly yet dynamically throughout environments. It is a process that will take
time and cannot happen under the direction of one entity. It requires a gradual shift in people’s
perception of the world around them and a sense of communal understanding with the total
environment. Cultural Stewardship aims to contribute to this shift.
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